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Abstract 
 
The aeronautic, aerospace and automotive industries require improved noise reduction 
techniques to meet the current normative and increase the acoustic comfort at acceptable cost. 
The aim of this work is to investigate the capabilities of inverse methods for the noise source 
reconstruction of ducted acoustic sources in a laboratory acoustic facility installed in a semi 
anechoic chamber. Model-based inverse methods for nacelle noise identification build on the 
sound analysis of the in-duct pressure field. A model of suitably driven sources is assumed to 
reconstruct the pressure field measured at discrete points over a virtual surface. Useful results 
can be obtained with the use of appropriate regularization techniques. However, the 
performance results are found to be very dependent on the assumed reconstruction model. In 
this work, we have proposed an alternative methodology for the inverse source strength 
reconstruction that does not require a priori information on the original source distribution. It is 
based on an angular decomposition of the source strengths as Fourier series in combination 
with the minimisation of a mean square error criterion. The performance and limitations of this 
method is analysed in terms of physical parameter configurations and compared with the 
equivalent source method.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Aircraft noise influences the quality of life of airport communities. Higher Bypass Ratio 
turbines and growth of the air traffic density contribute to increasing noise pollution, whilst the 
requirements defined in the legislation are becoming more and more restrictive. To meet these 
conflicting requirements, greater efforts need to be done towards the detailed characterisation 
of aircraft noise sources.  

Many authors have worked on the field of inverse methods for the identification of 
acoustic sources. Nelson and Yoon have performed intensive studies on source strength 
reconstruction by means of model-based methods [1]. These techniques reconstruct the 
modelled original source strengths from a set of pressure and/or velocity measurements 
obtained at discrete points over a virtual surface and a suitable model of the propagation path 
between the sources and the observation points. Kim and Nelson [2] presented experimental 
reconstruction results in a semi-infinite hard-wall cylindrical duct. Within this system, the fine 
source details cannot be resolved from measurements in the far field, and this is linked to the 
ill-posedness of the inverse problem, unlike the forward propagation problem. Most of the 
efforts concerning the inverse propagation have been conducted towards the study of new 
techniques for regularising the inversion of the propagation (or radiation) operator, the inverse 
of which is usually unbounded [3].  
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The authors have presented analytical and experimental results concerning the use of 
model-based methods for the characterisation of ducted sources [4-5]. They have studied in 
detail the conditioning of inverse acoustic problems, with regard to the geometry, the number of 
sources and measurement positions, as well as the frequency range of reconstruction and the 
presence of noise in the experiment. They have shown the performance results that can be 
obtained with a proper selection of the physical parameters, and the limitations associated with 
the particular set-up. In particular, the application of the Equivalent Source Method (ESM) has 
shown some drawbacks. Indeed, in practical situations the transfer matrix becomes very easily 
bad conditioned and the use of appropriate regularisation methods is unavoidable if useful 
solutions have to be obtained. However, the main limitation concerns the ESM performance 
results which greatly depend on an appropriate choice of the assumed distribution of the source 
model. To overcome this limitation, the authors have carried out numerical simulations for the 
location of the original excitation using beamforming techniques [6]. They have shown that, 
under certain circumstances, both methods can be used in a complementary way to obtain a 
complete characterization of the noise sources. However, these algorithms are rather limited 
when the sources of noise are highly correlated, and further research has to be done to 
outperform these limitations.  

The aim of this work is to develop a structured methodology for inverse source strength 
reconstruction which does not require a priori location of the reconstruction sources. A method 
based on the decomposition of the assumed source strength into angular Fourier series for both 
the location and the determination of the source strengths is proposed. It has been implemented 
by means of numerical simulations in order to reconstruct the particle velocity of compression 
drivers from in-duct pressure data. The numerical results have been validated using a set of 
experimental data acquired from in-duct pressure measurements in an acoustic facility. 

2. INVERSE METHODS FOR THE RECONSTRUCTION OF SOURCE 
STRENGTHS 

In this section, two methods for the noise source strength reconstruction in ducted geometries 
are outlined. First, the basis of the ESM is briefly presented and a method based on the angular 
Fourier decomposition of the equivalent source strengths is proposed. The capabilities of the 
two different approaches will be studied first by means of numerical simulations. They will be 
validated later using a set of pressure measurements acquired in the duct acoustic facility.  

2.1 The Equivalent Source Method 

Modal-based methods build on the knowledge of a set of experimental measurements of the 
primary noise excitation and a model of the transmission path in the medium of propagation. 
An equivalent source model has to be chosen to reconstruct a pressure field close to the one 
generated by the primary disturbance. We define a cost function that minimises the mean 
square error of the difference between the measured field and the one generated by the 
equivalent source model, as [1] 
 

             ∑
=

−=
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l
ll ppJ
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2ˆ ,            (1)                        

 
where lp̂  is the measured pressure field at any of the L  microphone positions and lp  is the 
pressure field reconstructed by the assumed equivalent source model. The minimization of this 
cost function provides an estimation for the optimal reconstructed source strengths, given by [1] 
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where Z  is the transfer matrix between the assumed reconstruction source model and the 
measurement positions, †Z is the pseudo-inverse of Z  and p̂  is the vector of measured 
pressure field at all the in-duct sensor positions. In most of the practical situations, however, Eq. 
(2) cannot be applied as the problem becomes very easily bad conditioned, and regularization 
methods have to be considered to find a suitable solution. The classical approach that has been 
widely used is the ‘Tikhonov regularisation’ [7] which consists of adding a constraint on the 
norm of the solution vector. The optimal source strengths vector then becomes 
 

             pZIZZq ˆ][ H1H
opt

−+= β ,             (3)                       
 
where β  is a constant that has to be determined and I  is the identity matrix. A proper choice of 
the regularization parameter is the factor that warranties useful reconstruction results. It has 
been shown that this method is able to provide suitable results when the assumed reconstructed 
model is close to the real source distribution [5]. The performance results, however, degrade 
quickly as the assumed model does not exactly match the original excitation.  

2.2 The Spectral Decomposition Method 

A new methodology (SDM) is proposed in this section as an alternative formulation to the 
inverse source strength reconstruction problem in ducted geometries. Instead of assuming a 
model of punctual reconstruction sources, it decomposes the equivalent ducted source strengths 
distribution as a Fourier-Bessel expansion, in the form 
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with ''nmq  the unknown amplitudes for the decomposition. If the reconstruction sources are 
distributed around the duct radius, R , the expansion reduces to an angular Fourier series as 
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To find the optimal solution to the inverse problem, we express the pressure field in terms 

of the hard-walled duct Green's function at a point ( )zr ,,θ  due to a punctual source at a point 
( )',',' zr θ , ( )',',';,, zrzrg θθω ,  as 
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where 0ρ  is the air density. Substituting the appropriate expression for the Green's function, the 
elements of the transfer matrix between the excitation and the measurement positions, mlH ,  are 
obtained. The solution of the inverse reconstruction problem is thus expressed as 
 

             ,ˆ†
opt pHq =              (7)                        
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where optq  is the unknown vector of source strength Fourier coefficients. The source strength 
spatial distribution can then be recovered from optq  using Eq. (4). 

2.3 Analytical model 

Model-based methods require a representation of the propagation path between a source 
distribution and a set of measurement positions. In this work, an analytical model based on 
decomposition of the pressure field as a function of the normal modes of a rigid duct has been 
used. The experimental configuration under analysis is presented in Figure 1.  
 

 
  

Figure 1. Representation of the duct acoustic facility for inverse source strength reconstruction. 
 

We consider a hard-walled duct of finite length l2  as indicated in Figure 1, of constant 
circular cross-section of radius R  and with two flanged terminations. For the description of the 
transmission path, we have used an analytical model in terms of the modes of the rigid duct 
propagating in both upstream and downstream directions from the source at 0z . Assuming a 
harmonic excitation of the form )( tie ω , we express the in-duct sound field downstream as [8] 
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In this equation, ±

mna  are the modal amplitudes for the positive )( 0zz −  values and 

( )θψ ,rmn  are the duct normal modes, ( ) ( ) mnmnm
mi

mn rJer Λ= κθψ θ, . mnΛ  are the 
normalization factors, ( )rJ mnm κ  is the Bessel function of the first kind of order m  and the 
transverse wave numbers mnκ  correspond to the values of Rmnκ  for which the normal 
derivative of the Bessel function at the duct wall is zero. The axial wave numbers are then given 
by  222

mnmn kk κ−= , from which we can deduce the characteristic mode speed, mnc , as 

mnmn ck ω= . The sound pressure radiated by a monopole source of strength 0Q  located at 
( )000 ,, zzr >θ  inside the duct can be expressed as 
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where ±
mnϕ  are the complex impedance phase factors calculated by the approach proposed by 

Zorumski [9]. 

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

Before proceeding with the experimental reconstruction, the duct acoustic facility has been 
simulated and a set of parametric studies have been performed. The test bench is composed of 
duct sections of 0.015 m thick steel, with a radius of  R = 0.0748 m and a total length of 2.5 m. 
The measurement positions are situated within two duct cross sections, at two axial distances 
from the sources, which are compression chambers distributed uniformly around the duct. The 
normalized mean square error for the reconstructed source strength when using the ESM is 
presented in Figure 2, as a function of the non-dimensional frequency and the separation 
distance between the primary excitation and the measurement positions. The non-regularised 
and regularised solutions are represented using the same color scale for a direct comparison.  
 

  
 
Figure 2. Normalised mean-square error (in dB) between the assumed and reconstructed source 
strengths as a function of the non-dimensional frequency ( kR ) and the source-sensor separation 
distance z∆  for simulations in which 16 point fields and 8 virtual sources have been used for the  
ESM: without regularization (left) and with regularization using the GCV method (right). 
 

For all the simulations, the real source is supposed to be a point monopole of unit volume 
velocity source strength situated at an azimuthal location of 45° taken from the vertical axis and 
at a radial location R . The assumed reconstructed sources are eight monopoles uniformly 
distributed around the duct perimeter, one of the sources coinciding with the real excitation 
position. The sensor array is composed of sixteen microphones along one circular ring with 
radius 0.06 m. A normally distributed random noise has been added to the simulated data, 
corresponding to a SNR of 10%. Tikhonov regularization has been used in combination with 
the Generalised Cross Validation (GCV) method [7] to find the optimal β  parameter for each 
particular configuration. 

As it can be seen, the representation of the error presents three different areas. Within the 
"near field" of the source, or at high frequencies, good reconstruction results can be obtained as 
the mean square error is well below zero. The modal content of the field contains enough 
information to ensure a low conditioning of the transfer matrix. The opposite case is the "far 
field" area in the low frequency range, where the problem becomes so bad-conditioned that the 
direct inversion of the matrix is impossible. In the intermediate zone, we can observe that the 
error in the reconstruction presents a structure that follows the duct normal modes. Close to a 
duct cut-off frequency, the dominance of a slowly-decaying evanescent mode is responsible for 
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the ill-conditioning of the transfer matrix. It is important to note that these results are calculated 
in the numerical simulations assuming that the original source strength is known, whereas in a 
real situation this is the parameter that has to be retrieved from the set of experimental field 
measurements. As it can be appreciated from the regularized solution, useful results can be 
obtained when a priori information is known about the original source distribution. To 
illustrate this, the mean square error for the source strength has been calculated for two axial 
source-sensors separation distances as a function of the non-dimensional frequency when the 
reconstructed model has been shifted of an angle of 10° with respect to the nominal location. 
The results obtained are presented in Figure 3. As observed, the degradation in the results is 
clearly seen in the areas where we obtained (Figure 2) the best reconstruction results, i.e. close 
to the primary excitation, and in the high frequency range. The results in the intermediate area 
were not providing good results and do not experience any further deterioration.  

 

 
 
Figure 3. The normalised mean square error for a consistent source model (blue) and a shifted source 
model (red) as a function of the non-dimensional frequency kR for two axial separation distances 
(dashed line: 0.05 m; solid line: 0.15 m). 
 
We provide the same representation of the normalised mean square than in Figure 2, but 
calculated when using the SDM for the inverse reconstruction problem. The non-regularised 
and regularised results are presented in Figure 4.  
 

 
 
Figure 4. Normalised mean-square error (in dB) between the assumed and reconstructed source 
strengths as a function of the non-dimensional frequency ( kR ) and the source-sensor separation 
distance z∆  for simulations in which 16 point fields and 8 virtual sources have been used for the  
SDM: without regularization (left) and with regularization using the GCV method (right). 
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It is clear in this case that the lack of information concerning the primary source position 
implies an increase in the mean square error with respect to the previous case for all the 
configurations analysed. It has not been then possible to represent both figures using the same 
scale for the colours. The contour plot superimposed to the map colors separate the regions 
below and above zero normalized mean square error. As it can be seen, increasing the axial 
separation distance above 0.8 m, the matrix becomes so bad-conditioned that direct inversion is 
impossible. However, the Tikhonov regularization in combination with the GCV is able to 
achieve reconstruction results although not as accurate as those obtained with the ESM. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

A set of pressure measurements were carried out over a ring of 16 microphones in a cross 
section inside the duct at 0.25 m apart from the compression chamber. To reconstruct the 
volume velocity at the throat-duct interface of one compression chamber, a miniature 
Microflown particle velocity sensor has been used [10]. The transfer functions between the 
output duct microphones and the output of the source amplifier have been obtained from time 
domain signals, with a total length of 8192 points and a time step of 50 µs. The source 
reconstruction process has been undertaken from in-duct measurements of the acoustic pressure 
generated by one compression chamber driven by white broadband noise and located at 45° 
above the duct horizontal radius. The optimization process has been carried out consequently 
for each particular frequency. 

To validate the previous numerical predictions, a number of reconstruction results of the 
source strengths, in magnitude and phase, have been compared with the measured volume 
velocity when the SDM has been used. The regularised solution is presented comparing 
Tikhonov methods (L-curve and GCV), and when using Truncated Singular Value 
Decomposition (TSVD) to eliminate the singular values responsible for the bad conditioning of 
the transfer matrix. In general, the L-curve method performs better for the selection of the 
optimal regularisation parameter than the GCV. The TSVD based on the rank of the matrix 
provides almost identical values than those obtained by the L-curve. At high frequencies, all the 
methods converge towards the optimal results.  

 

 
 
Figure 5. Source strength magnitude (top) and phase (bottom) of a compression driver wall-mounted on 
the duct at 45°: measured (blue) and reconstructed using the SDM with the regularized hybrid approach 
(GCV: magenta; L-curve: red; TSVD: green). 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

Inverse methods provide useful information about the mechanisms of noise generation and 
transmission and they can be used to suggest design modifications and novel noise control 
measures. In this work, two different techniques have been compared for the reconstruction of a 
compression drive source from in-duct pressure measurement. The ESM is able to provide 
accurate results for the reconstructed sources strengths when used in combination with an 
appropriate regularization technique. The main drawback of this method is that it requires an 
assumed model of reconstructed sources to be used as an input to the inverse problem. As an 
alternative solution, the use of the SDM does not need any primary assumption concerning the 
source distribution, but the performance results in terms of accuracy in the source strength 
reconstruction are significantly reduced. However, in the intermediate area and between cut-on 
frequencies, the solution reconstructed with the SDM still retrieves both the location and the 
amplitude of the unknown source strength. In general, the SDM method can be used to obtain 
preliminary information about the original source distribution, and the ESM can be used 
consequently to refine the estimation of the reconstructed source strengths.  
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